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 Stock price prediction is a complex and important challenge for stock 

market participants. The difficulty of predicting stock prices is a major 

problem that requires an approach method in obtaining stock price 

predictions. This research proposes using machine learning with the 

Support Vector Regression (SVR) model and linear regression for 

stock price prediction—the dataset used in the daily Apple Inc 

historical data from 2018 to 2023. The hyperparameter tuning 

technique uses the Grid Search method with a value of k = 5, which 

will be tested on the SVR and Linear Regression methods to get the 

best prediction model based on the number of cost, epsilon, kernel, and 

intercept fit parameters. The test results show that the linear regression 

model with all hyperparameters k = 5 with the average taken performs 

best with a True intercept fit value. The resulting model can get an 

excellent error value, namely the RMSE value of 0.931231 and MSE 

of 0.879372. This finding confirms that the linear regression model in 

this configuration is a good choice for predicting stock prices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

 The stock market is crucial in the financial sphere and for investors [1]. Many companies utilize the 

stock market as a source of long-term funds  [2]. Stocks dominate in the securities market. Technical analysts 

use stock charts to forecast future stock values [3]. However, the abundance of historical data presents a 

challenge to financial analysts. Stock analysts identify patterns in historical data to understand the direction of 

stock prices [4]. Several studies have been conducted on stock prediction using deep learning, proving its 

dominance over traditional models. The research examined various models, techniques, and configurations for 

optimal stock prediction [3]. Market trends are difficult to predict, and many seek methods to gain greater 

profits [5]. Forecasting stock price trends is a complicated task. Having foresight is essential for proper 

decision-making. Forecasting involves making predictions about events that are currently unknown [6]. 

 The difficulty of predicting stock prices is a common problem for stock players. Planning, scheduling, 

purchasing, strategy formulation, policy making, supply chain operations, and stock prices require the ability 

to forecast precisely. Therefore, much time has been spent on forecasting [7]. Predicting stock prices is a 

complex and challenging task for investors to predict future profits [8]. Forecasting is about making statements 

about things that are not yet known. The term predictive forecasting is often used to describe the same thing. 

Forecasting also addresses properly presenting and using forecasting results [9]. 

Many studies have been conducted to predict stock prices, one of which is a study that tests using 

linear regression. This test found that linear regression provides prediction results with an RMSE value of 0.93 

and MSE of 0.88 [10]. Furthermore, in research that predicts stock prices by testing 2 models, namely ARIMA 

and SVR. The results of this test found that SVR is better than ARIMA; the RMSE value in the SVR model is 
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0.053294, while ARIMA’s is 0.067235 [11]. However, previous studies in comparing models did not perform 

hyperparameter tuning first to determine the optimal parameters for each model. The comparison results are 

not maximized. 

This research applies a machine learning-focused approach using SVR and linear regression models 

to analyze and forecast stock price movements. The SVR method is used in this study because SVR is a method 

that can overcome overfitting so that it will produce good preformation, small error, and low error. Overfitting 

is good for overcoming the case of regression, a condition where a model does not describe the main 

relationship between input and output variables but rather describes random error or noise [12]. The linear 

regression method is used to build a prediction model. A statistical measure to determine the strength of the 

relationship between the dependent and independent variables. This technique is used to predict the value of 

given input data. Linear regression is based on previous patterns of data relationships, modeling the relationship 

between scalars and explanatory variables or independent variables and regression models [13]. The 

improvement of the model comparison used will be tested with hyperparameter tuning based on the grid search 

technique, namely by finding a combination of parameters based on the kernel model, cost, gamma, epsilon, 

and intercept fit. The parameters used include kernel using linear and rbf, Cost parameter value between 1, 10, 

100, gamma parameter between 0.01, 0.1, 10, epsilon parameter between 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, and fit intercept 

between true and false. 

This research aims to improve the performance of predicting stock price movements using a machine 

learning approach using SVR and linear regression models. This technique is expected to overcome problems 

with high volatility and market trends that are difficult to predict. 

 

2. METHOD 

The proposed research method refers to the flow diagram of Figure 1, which includes data input, data 

preparation, model optimization, and validation procedures. 

 

 

Figure 1. Flow diagram 

 

Table 1 provides a more in-depth explanation of the flowchart and pseudocode. This section will 

discuss the highlights of the models used during this study. The stock data used is shown in the first section, 

followed by an explanation of the structure of SVR and linear regression. Below is an explanation of the 

flowchart. 

The data that the user has input includes data selection, filling in empty values, and data normalization 

so that it can be implemented in the algorithm model by filling in empty values because the stock dataset stores 

weekday data (holidays are not recorded), it is necessary to fill in the value on the holiday date. Normalize to 

include all values with the required scale. Split data performs the process of dividing data into two parts, namely 

training data and test data. Then, build an SVR model to perform hyperparameter initiation, which aims to grid 

search. There are 3 parameters for each parameter with 3 values, so the process is carried out 17 times. This 
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process is repeated until it reaches a model following the predetermined parameters. After hyperparameter 

tuning, the next step is to compare the model using the best hyperparameter combination obtained. Cross-

validation divides the dataset into k parts; in this case, k=5. 

Furthermore, at each iteration of the k-fold cross-validation, one fold becomes the test data, while the 

four folds become the training data. In this case, two models are used: SVR and linear regression. Each model 

will be built using a combination of previously determined hyperparameters. Each model will be trained with 

pre-distributed training data at each iteration and evaluated for performance using test data. Furthermore, the 

MSE and RMSE values of each model will be calculated. The program performs the calculation repeatedly as 

many times as the value of k is given. 

 

Table 1. Pseudocode model 

Input: stock data set, hyperparameter 

Output: best configuration, evaluation models 

1. Start. 

2. Input the stock dataset. 

3. The preprocessing of data collection involves selecting data, analyzing it, and 

addressing any missing information through data selection, analysis, and gap-

filling. 

4. Build SVR and linear regression models by initializing parameters (kernel, cost, 

gamma, and epsilon) along with training data. 

a) Initialize the combination list of SVR and linear regression parameters. 

b) For each configuration (kernel, gamma, epsilon): 

1. Build SVR and linear regression models with the following 

parameters and training data. 

2. Model evaluation with RMSE. 

3. End for 

4. Keep the RMSE and parameters if they are the best. 

c) Show the best RMSE for each model. 

5. The next stage performs model comparison using cross-validation k=5 

a) Split the data preprocessed as many times as the number k has been 

determined. 

b) Initialize i =1 

c) Initialize evaluation result = [] 

d) For each fold = 1 to k: 

1) Fold==i, use as test data; otherwise, use as train data. 

2) Build each model based on the best hyperparameter combination 

3) Model evaluation by finding the RMSE and MSE. 

4) Save evaluation results in evaluation results.  

e) If i==k then displays the evaluation result of all folds 

f) End for 

6. End  

 

2.1.  Dataset  

In this study, the required data consists of daily stock price data of Appel Inc. covering the period 

from 2018 to 2023. The data for making predictions is presented in Table 2. The date variable represents the 

date associated with the observed data. The open variable represents the trading price of the stock when the 

associated date starts. The opening price of a stock is the price at which trading begins on a given day. The 

variable high represents a stock’s highest price on the specified date. The variable low value is the lowest price 

a stock trades at on the date. The close variable’s value indicates the stock’s last traded price on a particular 

date. The adj.close variable in the formula represents the adjusted closing price. Any stock splits or dividends 

distributed to shareholders will be considered when calculating the modified closing price. The volume variable 

provides information regarding the total number of shares exchanged on the specified date. 

 

Table 2. Appel Inc. Stock Data 

Date Open High Low Close Adj.Close Volume 

10/1/2018 56.9875 57.355 56.5875 56.815 54.41364 94403200 

10/2/2018 56.8125 57.5 56.6575 57.32 54.8973 99152800 

… … … … … … … 
10/9/2023 176.81 179.05 175.8 178.99 178.99 42390800 

10/10/2023 178.1 179.72 177.95 178.39 178.39 43664800 
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2.2.   Data Processing 

 In this study, all the features listed in Table 2 were included in the analysis. The preprocessing process 

started with evaluating the initial amount of data obtained from the data collection. Although not all attributes 

were used, only the closing date and features were focused on. The preprocessing steps involved data selection, 

handling of blank values, data division, and normalization. This was done to ensure the data was ready to be 

implemented in the algorithmic model. The focus on the closing date and price attributes is expected to increase 

the model’s effectiveness in analyzing and processing relevant information from the data available in Table 2. 

 

2.2.1.   Data Selection 

 To initialize the hyperparameters for a grid search, the focus was placed on two key parameters: date 

and close. This step is necessary to determine the optimal values of these two parameters through different 

combinations in the grid search process. By incorporating these two parameters into the grid search, the best 

combination of hyperparameter values optimizes the model’s performance in the context of the date, and the 

closing price is expected. 

 

2.2.2.   Filling missing value 

This stock dataset is limited to weekdays without recording holidays. Therefore, values on holiday 

dates are filled in using the forward-filling technique. In this technique, missing values are filled with previous 

values. This process is important to maintain data completeness and prevent blanks on holidays, which may 

affect the analysis. Forward-filling ensures that each date entry has a relevant value, facilitating consistency 

within the dataset. Moreover, these value-filling steps are an integral part of the preprocessing stage, which is 

necessary before implementing the algorithmic model for accurate stock analysis [14]. 

 

2.2.3.   Data normalization 

In this study, MinMax normalization is used. MinMax normalization is a technique used to scale data 

from 0 to 1. MinMax normalization is named because it is applied to standardize values within a consistent 

range. The procedural steps are described in the equation (1) [15]. 

 

𝑍 =
𝑥−min(x)

max(𝑥)−min(𝑥)
      (1) 

 

Where the variable x represents the value that needs to be normalized, the variable min(x) refers to the 

lowest possible value for variable x, and max(x) indicates the highest possible value for variable x. 

 

2.2.4.   Split data 

 The stock data is divided into two subsets: training data (80% of the total) with 1012 initial rows and 

test data (20% of the total) with 253 rows. This division signifies that the training data is drawn from the initial 

stock dataset of 1265 rows. The 80-20 split aims to train the model at a sufficient volume while providing an 

independent test dataset to evaluate the model’s performance. By ensuring that the training data covers 80% of 

the original dataset, the model is expected to learn well and produce reliable results when tested on a subset of 

data that has never been seen before. 

 

2.3.  Support Vector Regression (SVR) 

 SVR is one method that can overcome overfitting to produce good performance [16]. This algorithm 

aims to find a dividing line or the best hyperplane. Measuring the hyperplane margin is a way to find the best 

hyperplane. The distance between two hyperplanes with patterns is called the margin (2) [17]. SVR is one of 

the machine learning methods where SVR is designed to solve regression function problems and generate 

decisions based on linear combinations of inputted variables [18]. 

 

f(x, w) = wTφ(x) + b       (2) 

 
 

Where 𝜑(𝑥) is a point in the feature space F, the result of mapping x in the input space. SVR also finds  ||𝑤|| 

2 . 

 

2.4.  Linear regression 

 Linear regression is a machine learning algorithm. It defines the relationship between two variables 

by fitting a regression line to the data. One of the two variables is the dependent variable, which depends on 

the other variable, called the independent variable [19]. Ensure a relationship between the dependent and 
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independent variables exists before modeling [20]. The strength of the relationship between variables can be 

determined by using a scatterplot. 

 

𝑎11𝑥1 + 𝑎12𝑥2+. . . +𝑎1𝑛𝑥𝑛 = 𝑏1                (3) 

𝑎21𝑥1 + 𝑎22𝑥2+. . . +𝑎2𝑛𝑥𝑛 = 𝑏2                 (4) 

𝑎𝑚1𝑥1 + 𝑎𝑚2𝑥2+. . . +𝑎𝑚𝑛𝑥𝑛 = 𝑏𝑚                 (5) 

where a11,a12 etc are inputs to the system, x1,x2 etc are unknown coefficients and b1,b2 etc are outputs of the 

system. (3)(4)(5). The system has a unique solution if the number of unknown variables equals the number of 

linearly independent and non-conflicting equations. If the equations conflict, there is no solution. This usually 

happens when m>n. If there are fewer linear independent numbers and non-contradictory equations than 

unknown ones, then there are infinite solutions [21]. 

 

2.5.   Hyperparameter optimization 

Grid search is a hyperparameter optimization technique frequently used to perform an exhaustive 

search on a manually defined subset of hyperparameters. Validation is used to evaluate the suitability of 

parameter values in a grid search. [22]. It is known that the identification results are highly dependent on the 

hyperparameter selection of SVR and linear regression models. Many experiments are often needed to 

determine the combination of parameters, such as the Epsilon parameter, Cost parameter, kernel parameter, 

and intercept fit. [23]. The following parameters are used in the Grid search process. This research uses each 

parameter. This model was built using the parameters cost with a value of 10, epsilon with a value of 0.1, kernel 

with a value of Linear, and Fit intercept with True value. 

 

2.6.   Evaluation models 

To evaluate the performance model in this study using. Cross-validation is very important for 

evaluating regression methods. It is often used to make predictions and estimate the accuracy of the prediction 

model  [24]. A cross-validation method known as k-fold [25] is used to investigate this case. This method 

requires the data to be segmented into k groups of equal size each. A common statistical measure used in 

regression is Mean Squad Error (MSE). Using this equation reflects the average squared error between the 

projected and true values (6) [26]. Where Xi is the predicted value, Yi is the real value, and M is the number of 

data. 

 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =
1

𝑀
∑ (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖)

2𝑀
𝑖=1                                                (6) 

 

Another metric used to measure the difference between the value predicted by the model or estimator and 

the true value is the Root Mean Squad Error (RMSE). In contrast to MSE, RMSE gives the measurement error 

expressed in the same units as the measured variable using the equation (7) [26]. Where Xi is the predicted 

value, Yi denotes the true value, and M denotes the total number of observations. 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑀
∑ (𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖)

2𝑀
𝑖=1                                                    (7) 

 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Specifically, the SVR and linear regression models are represented by their respective findings in 

Table 4, which are based on various hyperparameter settings and obtained through the Grid Search procedure. 

Each configuration can be characterized by the type of activation function used for its learning speed. In 

addition, each configuration has been assessed based on several performance measures, and the RMSE for each 

configuration is also provided. The information can be seen in the table below. 

 

Table 4. Performance model using hyperparameter tuning 

Parameters Value 

Linear regression Model 
Fit intercept True 

Rank test score 1 

RMSE 0.925591 

SVR Model 

Epsilon Linier 
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Parameters Value 

Cost 10 

Kernel Linier 
Rank test score 1 

RMSE 0.924529 

 

The linear regression model using the configuration with the true intercept fit performed best and was 

ranked 1st due to the lowest RMSE of 0.925591. Conversely, the configuration with a false intercept fit received 

an RMSE value of 10.40003, which fared poorly out of all possible combinations. The SVR model using the 

configuration with Cost value 10, epsilon value 0.1, and linear kernel had the best results, with the lowest 

possible RMSE value, thus reaching rank 1. On the other hand, the configuration using other functions, such as 

Cost value 10, epsilon 0.01, and linear kernel, showed poor performance with an RMSE value of 0.926827. 

The results of the grid search procedure for each model are reported below in Table 6, which is also 

arranged in order of lowest RMSE value. Table 4 contains configuration information for each of the available 

models. Table 6 displays the evaluations received through the comparison procedure. These results are based 

on the calculated hyperparameters. 

 

Table 6. Model evaluation results based on fold 

Model K-Fold RMSE MSE 

SVR 1 1.029455 1.059778 
SVR 2 1.043636 1.089177 

SVR 3 0.854454 0.730092 

SVR 4 0.759360 0.576627 
SVR 5 1.041207 1.084111 

Linear Regression 1 0.975265 0.951141 

Linear Regression 2 1.028081 1.056951 
Linear Regression 3 0.844435 0.713070 

Linear Regression 4 0.761733 0.580237 

Linear Regression 5 1.046644 1.095463 

 

The k-fold cross-validation method is used in the evaluation process, and the k value used in the 

evaluation is five, which means that the evaluation is performed five times. Table 6 shows that the model has 

different evaluation values, including RMSE and MSE. Furthermore, the average of these evaluation results is 

calculated as presented in Figure 2. Compared to other models, the linear regression model performs better. 

This can be seen from the RMSE value of 0.931231 and the MSE value of 0.879372. This error value is the 

lowest when compared to other models. Lower values indicate higher prediction quality. 

 

 

Figure 2. Average evaluations result 

 

The comparison of each model and the actual prices can be found in Figure 3. The graph provides a visual 

representation of the differences between the models and the actual prices. 
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Figure 3. Model comparison chart 

 

4.    CONCLUSION 

 In the investigation of stock price prediction using machine learning, the Linear Regression model 

performed very well. The model has one intercept that matches the true value. The RMSE value is 0.931231 

and the MSE value is 0.879372, both of which show excellent results. Therefore, it can be concluded that linear 

regression performs better than SVR, as evidenced by the smaller RMSE and MSE values of linear regression 

compared to SVR. In addition, integrating other deep learning algorithm models into the comparison may 

provide new insights or information relative to predicting stock prices. For future research on hyperparameter 

tuning trials, it is essential to explore a wider range of hyperparameter variants to improve the accuracy of each 

model. Dataset processing involves factoring variables of inflation data and other economic indicators that may 

affect stock prices to produce more precise predictions.  
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